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Perspectives

The $484 billion latest coronavirus relief stimulus package 
passed through the Senate on Tuesday (April 21st), passed 
through the House on Thursday (April 23rd), and was signed 
into law by President Trump on Friday (April 24th). Here we 
assess this most recent relief package along with the rest of 
the fiscal and monetary stimulus put forth so far as well as 
other key issues that pertain to the slow road to recovery from 
the pandemic. 

FOUR PHASES OF FEDERAL STIMULUS
As shown in Exhibit I on the following page, this latest phase focuses on loans 
and grants to small businesses, funds for healthcare providers, and ramping up 
COVID-19 tests. In contrast, Phase III, also known as the Coronavirus Aid, Relief 
and Economic Security (CARES) Act that was signed in March, was over four times 
larger and focused on checks to American households, expanded unemployment 
insurance, Federal Reserve backstop facilities, support for small businesses and 
airlines, funding for state and local governments as well as hospitals, and tax 
relief. Phases I and II were comparatively much smaller and were passed earlier in 
the year as the pandemic just began to hit our shores.
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In total, the amount of fiscal and monetary stimulus provided thus far during the pandemic equates to 
roughly 10% of U.S. GDP. 

SUPPORTING SMALL BUSINESSES
The biggest portion of Phase IV’s $484 billion is $310 billion that will go towards the Paycheck Protection 
Program (PPP), which provides funds to lenders that will be dispersed to small business borrowers. Phase 
III included $350 billion in PPP funds that was exhausted on April 16th. This $310 billion in additional PPP 
funds will replenish that program and aid small businesses from bakeries to dog groomers to spas across 
the country.

Under the PPP, the loan can be forgiven if the small business borrower keeps its employees on payroll. Of 
the $310 billion, $60 billion will be set aside for lenders with under $50 billion in assets, with $30 billion as 
part of that $60 billion set aside for lenders with under $10 billion in assets. This is intended to make certain 
that more funds are made available for smaller business borrowers.

Currently it is expected that this $310 billion infusion will be used up very soon and it would require a next 
stimulus phase to replenish the program. However, the Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) program 
will also receive $60 billion from this Phase IV package to continue to provide loans and grants to small 
businesses in the interim.

AID TO HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
$75 billion of this $484 billion Phase IV package will go to health care providers such as hospitals to support 
their operations as many are suffering from a halt in high-margin elective procedures, an area where many 
health systems generate much of their profits. This $75 billion adds to the $117 billion earmarked to health 
care providers from Phase III.
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Exhibit 1:  Four Phases of Federal Stimulus

 � Reimburse state and 
local governments

 � Accelerate vaccine 
research

 � Stockpile medical 
supplies

 � Prepare and fight virus

 � Food assistance for 
children and seniors

 � Funding for COVID-19 
testing

 � Paid sick leave for 
employees

 � Tax credits for 
emergency leave for 
small and medium 
businesses

 � Checks to households
 � Unemployment 

insurance expansion
 � Federal Reserve 

backstop facilities
 � Support for small 

businesses and airlines
 � Funding for state/local 

govts. and hospitals
 � Tax relief

 � Loans and grants to 
small businesses

 � Aid for health care 
providers

 � Ramp up of tests
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Exhibit 2:  The Slow Road to Recovery – Key Issues

RAMPING UP TESTS
$25 billion will be set aside for the production of COVID-19 tests to boost testing across the nation. As part 
of that $25 billion, $11 billion will go towards states and cities to perform contact tracing and to administer 
the tests. In addition, $1 billion of that $25 billion will go towards the CDC for coronavirus surveillance.

Absent in this phase is any relief directly towards local and state governments for general use, and there is 
also no funding to the marred energy industry. President Trump expects the next phase to include funding 
for infrastructure and entertainment companies.

THE SLOW ROAD TO RECOVERY
The lockdowns, fiscal stimulus, and monetary stimulus — though impressive in scale and scope — should 
probably be viewed as damage control rather than a comprehensive solution set to the COVID-19 outbreak. 
The only true and sustainable solution appears to be the vaccine and/or antibody that the world is counting 
on biotech companies to develop. As markets have somewhat calmed, there is an increasing focus on the 
pursuit of an effective vaccine or antibody.

As shown in Exhibit 2, it is promising that Gilead, Oxford University, Inovio, Pfizer, Moderna and Regeneron 
— all either leading pharma companies or academic research institutions — have vaccine or antibody 
candidates that show promise in fighting or blocking the coronavirus in one way or another and are now 
entering human trials. Although the progress is notable, it remains slow as full production of a drug after it 
has passed through FDA approval may not take place until much later in 2020 at the earliest — if everything 
goes perfectly by some estimates — to mid-2021 as a more likely scenario.

While cases in New York and Italy appear to be on the decline, a sign that their lockdowns are working, 
certain Asian countries are experiencing a resurgence in cases as they attempt to reopen. At this point, 
many countries are approaching a crossroads as they debate the merits of restarting their economies 
versus further efforts to suppress the spread of the virus.

Concern Direction Commentary

Vaccine/antibody progress?  Vaccines/antibodies by Gilead, Oxford University, Inovio, 
Pfizer, Moderna and Regeneron entering human trials

Cases peaking?  New York and Italy appear to be peaking; Japan and 
Singapore relapsing

Market sentiment?  Credit and equity outflows switched to inflows

Reopening economies?  Still in lockdowns, but some states are moving to reopen, 
led by Georgia

Volatility/liquidity?  Panic appears to be in rearview mirror; volatility has 
calmed, liquidity has returned

Fiscal stimulus?  Four phases of relief stimulus have been signed; now 
expecting Phase V

Monetary stimulus?  Fed cut rates to zero; unlimited buying of UST/MBS/IG 
corp/HY corp/munis; backstopping cash markets; TALF

     Improving, less of a concern 
     Progressing slowly 
     A drag on the economy, still a concern
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An encouraging sign at this point, however, is that market sentiment appears to have turned more positive, 
as credit and equity outflows from January to March have now flipped to inflows in April as investors look 
to add risk and take advantage of attractive prices. 

The state of Georgia will be the first to attempt a reopening, and it will be closely scrutinized for any 
lessons that could potentially be learned by other states. But the fact is that most of the U.S., and the world 
for that matter, is still in lockdown, a serious drag on the economy.

The market appears to have moved on from the panic mode and cash dash of late March. Volatility has 
calmed and liquidity has returned — positive signs for markets and investors.

This relative calm in the markets and the return of liquidity have been assisted by the unprecedented fiscal 
and monetary stimulus global governments are providing, hand-in-hand with vaccine/antibody progress 
and lockdowns that have successfully contained the spread of cases. The concern now is the growing 
national debt across the world’s governments. However, many of the world’s governments, including the 
U.S., have committed to providing more fiscal and monetary stimulus “at whatever cost.”

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
After the cash dash that led to the recent market bottom on March 23rd, the rebound was relatively sudden 
and lasted until mid-April. Given the trajectory of the key issues above, one could argue that the primary 
rebound is now behind us and investors can expect a relatively slow grind as we return to normalcy, with 
moderately tightening spreads and gradually rising prices. However, the outbreak is far from contained at 
this point and while some of the hardest hit areas such as New York and Italy may have peaked, headlines 
such as a resurgence in deaths, further near-term shocks to the price of oil, or downgrades or defaults by 
distressed (primarily energy) companies could easily drive the markets lower again.

At this point, many investment strategies are starting to add back risk, with certain credit strategies even 
buying paper from issuers in industries directly hurt by the shelter-in-place, such as Marriott and Six Flags, 
that still have strong balance sheets to weather this crisis and have seen their spreads unjustifiably widen 
out.

We see a key difference between the travel, leisure, hotels and retail sectors — where only the lockdowns 
have hurt demand  — versus the energy sector — where the lockdowns have hurt demand and there 
is tremendous oversupply. Investment strategies are selectively adding travel, leisure, hotels and retail 
names now, while still continuing to avoid energy. In particular, strategies are especially avoiding energy 
subsectors where downgrades, defaults, and bankruptcies are expected the most.

Overall for diversified investment portfolios, given the above, we continue to recommend gradually 
rebalancing or dollar cost averaging into strategic targets over the remainder of the year. While elevated 
volatility is expected to continue, disciplined and effective rebalancing towards long-term targets will 
best help investors achieve their risk and return goals as the global economy emerges from the COVID-19 
outbreak. 
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